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Introduction

Deep Routing Simulation is essentially the means of simulating routing traffic on a large

scale network. Although many approaches have been taken to network simulation as a

whole, this research takes a more direct approach by setting its scope mainly to packet

routing simulation, primarily within the IPv4 scope, and related articles in this field of

study.

The structures of a typical IPv4 header is shown below as defined by RFC 791 [22].

Figure 1: IPv4 Packet Structure

Aproaches to Network Simulation

Packet routing is simply the process of moving packets from a source host to a destination

host through a network [16]. A route may simply be a direct connection to the destination

host or it may involve a series of hops through routers, hubs and even load balancing

systems.

Routing protocols are classified into three major classes which are interior gateway routing

through link state routing protocols, interior gateway routing through path vector or

distance vector protocols and exterior gateway routing. The purpose of a routing protocol

is to prevent loops from forming when routing occurs within a network and if such loops

occur, they should be able to break them up. They also deal with selecting the best routes

around a network based on a predefined cost on each link which helps reduce latencies

and traffic within a network [2].
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As more hosts are added into the network so routing becomes more complex and the

chance of a single node being connected to only one host becomes negligible. This makes

error testing increasingly difficult as other systems that are not directly part of the system

one may be testing can get affected by error and robustness testing on a point of the

network. This can lead to loss of throughput, higher latency and even complete denial of

service [17].

Network Simulation Software was developed to handle the needs of systems in development

that required live network testing but was not yet ready to be opened to a network due

to extraneous behavior that may affect the system or visa versa. Network Simulators

could allow for creation of network traffic and complex routes without ever connecting to

a real network. Some hardware implementations of network simulators are Netropy and

Linktropy by Apposite Technologies [30] and products such as Hurricane, 8400E and 4XG

Network Simulator by Packet Storm [8].

Network Simulation is also required at education and research levels as it is more secure

and easier to control a network setup by an invigilator or institute than it is to use a

real live network. This also reduces costs in which an institute no longer needs fund the

required amount of hardware and space needed to create a network in which a class can

be educated on. NS-3 was designed as a software implementation for this purpose and

allows for scalability of the networks simulated size and also allows connection to real

networks that exists [19].

Another specific that needs to be considered when designing Network Simulation Software

is the protocols it has to support. Wireless has become increasingly popular in recent times

and this area of research is still developing [1]. This has lead to development of many

different wireless protocols, the IEEE 802.11 and 802.16 families of specifications, and as

such requires different handles in simulation of these protocols.

Wired protocols are easier as most widely used protocols have become set in their im-

plementation however, development over the years towards the medium in which packets

are sent over have seen vast improvement. This has lead to benefits such as more reliable

connections, less or no electromagnetic interference and higher bandwidth [21].

Complications in Design and Implementation

Bandwidth, latency and packet loss also come into play when designing and implementing

a network simulator. A Network Simulator should be able to handle a wide spectrum of
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connections to itself of which all may have separate distances and run of different mediums.

This leads to different levels of packet loss, latencies and bandwidths. This is particularly

noticeable when comparing a wired to wireless connection. Wireless connections typically

have higher latencies and higher rates of packet loss than traditional wired connections [34]

depending on distance and what mediums are between each wireless links. This means

that the average statistical throughput in one environment can be completely different to

another and so adds to the complexity in design and implementation of wireless protocol

simulation.

Bandwidth speeds range from as low as 300 bps (bytes per second), as implemented by the

ITU V.21 protocol, up to 159.25248 Gbps (Gigbits per second), as implemented by the

OC-3072/STS-3072/STM-1024 protocol and currently implemented in todays networks.

This speed is near imposible to simulate on publically available hardware and as such this

makes simulation difficult. This is because not only does the system have to account for

different synchronization speeds but also the fact that the faster the simulated connection

the more hardware intensive it becomes. So in basics, implementing such handles on a

network simulator increases the cost and complexity of the system as a whole while causing

a greater level of abstraction which can lead to loss of base level features or complications

in use of them.

There are approaches used to compensate for heavy load on Network Simulators. The

first being the use of a cache, this is usually a server that stores recently or commonly

accessed files and pages within a network in an attempt to speed up networks by handling

page request directly instead of requesting the page/file again from the internet, host

or network. This gets used to store pages and meta data on each node as to increase

throughput by decreasing data requests. This has been seen to work and has been tested

at network rates up to 100 Mbps (Megabits per second) but utilizing the same size caches

on higher bandwidth tend to see the implementation of caches fail [20]. If one were to

increase the cache servers to deal with higher bandwidth rates, this would lead to direct

impact on the memory within the simulator and would result in thrashing which would

lead to an overall decrease in performance.

Implementing cache policies in this case would increase overall performance as they are

designed to increase performance by managing memory in a simple and logical manner.

Traditional policies such as Least Recently Used (LRU), Round Robin (RR) and Least

Frequently Used (LFU) lead to better memory management and prevent thrashing within

the system [5], reducing memory requirements and allowing offloading to disk of lesser

accessed entities.
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The next approach is to improve the hardware running the simulator. A simple improve-

ment would be to increase memory on the server, this would allow for greater sized caches

at each node and larger more detailed routing tables to be stored. There has also been a

proposed design by Wolf and Turner [33] for hardware implementation that runs multiple

network processors, each with own cache and memory, which they suggest will overcome

the hardware level bottlenecks created by conventional methods of Network Routing. This

approach may be adapted into the hardware of a Network Simulator and should not be

disregarded as useless in ones design of the overall system.

One may consider load sharing over multiple processors within the system as well, this will

omit the need for task specific hardware and one can look into using low cost publically

available hardware to solve the problem. Even though the quantity of hardware and space

requirements of the simulator will most likely increase, this is unfortunately a trade off

one may have to make.

However, one may only want to simulate packets being sent and received at end points

of a system. This omits the need for simulating node hops within the network and

as such reduces the actual load on the simulator. This is commonly implemented by

receiving a packet from one end point and transmitting it to another end point without

any intermediate processing of hops in the simulated network. Another addition made to

this is generation of packets from pseudo hosts within the network. By having a single

host or node generate traffic as if it were an entire network and hence create the activity

of larger networks with lesser hardware requirements. This reduces the need for actual

hosts and allows for testing of a specific host system that are designed to run on large

networks [3].

Simulating delay on a network is something that is often over looked in design and imple-

mentation. The reason for this is that most of the time the actual results are not affected

by the implementation of delay and so it is rather left out to cut down on time taken for

development and time added during runtime of the tests. There are however uses for such

features such as testing systems that require a certain levels of throughput and need to

be able to handle delays. That being said, delay is very difficult to simulate accurately as

it can be generated not only on time taken to travel through the medium used but also

when processing, internally buffering and putting the data down onto the wire.

Another point that is raised by The VINT Project group is that protocols require extensive

testing to ensure that they run under all conditions [6], this includes delay. This is not

a problem with small networks as time taken for processing, buffering and transferring
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the data over a medium is negligible. The problem is as the network becomes bigger and

more wide spread that data takes longer to transfer between hosts and nodes. If a TCP

(Transmission Control Protocol) like protocol were to implement resending of data that

is not acknowledge within a time frame [15], this would work well on smaller networks

but as a networks delay increases, there is no way to tell if the data is still being received

or if it lost. Not implementing this correctly can lead to excess traffic in the network as

data is resent when it not need be resent.

Like delay, packet loss is also a feature which is often omitted from network simulation

software. The reasons are similar to that of delay as it adds time to the research project

both at development of the software and runtime of it. This to is very purpose specific

and mainly used in testing of systems and protocols that are sensitive to packet loss such

as file servers or more specifically the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and similar protocols.

Packet loss comes into play with systems that stream data, these systems must be able to

recover from lost data without delaying the rest of the system as a whole. Protocols too

must be able to deal with packet loss and as such must also have mechanisms built in to

recover from such mishaps [6]. Examples of this are implementations of audio streaming

and video streaming on frameworks such as HTML5 and Adobe Flash as they can actively

stream media across the Internet and have mechanisms built in for packet loss detection

and recovery.

BGPv4 (Border Gateway Protocol version 4) defined by RFC 4271 [25] is a protocol

designed specifically to handle exchange of routing information between gateway hosts.

Each gateway host stores a routing table that contains all known nodes to that gateway

host. Along with each router is stored the address of that router, a list of all nodes that

it is connected to and a cost that is used in determining the best path for a connection to

made on [24]. This protocol is used mainly in inter-country and inter-continental routing

and builds up the routing backbone for the Internet.

However, simulating a BGP is similar to simulating a routing node in a conventional

network. This is made easier with the implementation of CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain

Routing) defeined by RFC 1518 [23]. This makes use of a most significant portion and

least significant portion in standard 32-bit IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4) address.

The most significant part defines a subnet, a portion of the internet to which a set of

hosts belongs, and the least significant part is used to define the individual hosts. The

major difference is the size of the routing table which is much larger. This however may

lead to an decrease in memory usage as if one were to store all known connections for
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all known nodes connected in the network to the current gateway host in the gateway

hosts internal table, one could use this to direct a route for a packet rather than storing

routing information by use of a separate table in each node within the network. In this

way redundant data can be removed from the network. An example of redundant data

would be simply shown by considering two connected nodes in a network. They each

would store the connection to one another in their own routing tables, this means that

there are two entries stored in total for one connection. If one were to store this data in

a gateway host it would only keep one entry for the connection between the nodes and so

reducing memory costs.

There are implementations of BGP available for use. The company bgpVista has pro-

duced a lightweight even driven BGP simulator named simBGP. This simulator allows

for configuring of link delays, packet loss, processing delays, protocols to be run on the

network as well as bandwidths. This along with being able to set up the network as one

would require for testing purposes makes it a very well implemented simulator [4].

There are also simulators which require the ability to accept packets not addressed to

it. Libpcap is a library which utilizes the promiscuous mode packet capture. Promiscuos

mode packet capturing allows for packets addressed and not addressed to the host machine

which it is running on to be captured, read and manipulated down to a byte level [14].

The process of capturing a packet of the wire that was not addressed to the host computer

is known as ”sniffing”. This gives an easy to use interface onto any captured packets and

as such one can easily use this library to discern between routing packets or not and as

such simulate any response that one would want to.

The act of sniffing a packet however does have its problems. It becomes nearly impossible

to sniff packets on a switched connection as the switch/router directs the relevant traffic to

the destined host only and does not send it publically onto the network like conventional

hubs. This means that a promiscuous mode enabled network adapter has nothing to sniff

on the wire except its own packets that are directed at it. However data sent out can still

be targeted at the host as the switch will still send the data to the destined address.

Libnet is particularly useful in doing just that. This library offers easy to use functions

that allow for building a whole customized packet. This includes, source and destination

IP, source and destination port, payload, checksum and even changing the bits that go

in the zeros part of a TCP packet [31]. This can be useful if one wants to spoof route

tracing packets and make a node or host believe that it is accessing a real time network.

The use of Libnet again is a good choice as it was designed as an attempt to standardize
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the way in which protocols on a network are structured. With this in mind Libnet was

created to be lightweight, simple and usable over many platforms [31]. This implies that

its memory and CPU footprints are minimized and gives great functionality for little

resource cost.

Using a combination of Libnet and Libpcap would make for an easy implementation of a

network simulator with the ability to pick up packets off the wire and redirect them to

where they need to go within the simulated network. This would be achieved by using

Libpcap to retrieve a packet from the wire, break it down into its relevant parts that need

to be analyzed. Then a decision can be made as whether the simulator should act on the

packet received or not. If the simulator does act on the packet, in terms of generating more

network traffic, it can use Libnet to create a packet that is relevant to the context of the

packet received and generate a response to the host machine that the packet originated

from if need be. The only drawback to this is due to the network adapter running in

promiscuous mode, the more hosts connected to the network simulator, the more CPU

intensive the process of sniffing and processing packets becomes.

Creation of Networks and Routing Data

A simple tool to trace routes around a network on a most platform is traceroute, the

implementation for a Windows platformed host is tracert. This program is used by passing

the it a series of options and then an IP or host name as an arguments. These options range

from setting the hop limit between nodes to defining what protocol to use when preforming

the traceroute such as an IP alternate to a standard UDP (User Datagram Protocol)

packet approach such as defined in RFC 1393 [18]. Passing the command ”traceroute -I

-m 5 www.google.co.za” to a terminal would execute a route trace to ”www.google.co.za”

using traceroute where ”-I” is an argument passed to make traceroute use ICMP echo

packets and ”-m 5” limits the maximum hop count to 5, if left out the default sets to 30.

These programs result in showing every hop in the route taken to along with delays and

any IP address changes along the way. This becomes particularly useful when looking into

recreating live networks, one can simply trace the routes to every known host machine

on a network and then recreate the network using the routes returned. The Caida is

an association that can aid in doing just that. They collect data about the Internet

from average delays and packet loss to tracing routes, further more they make this data

available for research on request [7]. This can be particularly useful in recreating a large
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Figure 2: Use of traceroute with Options

portion of a network based on the Internet as a model which can lead into DoS (Denial

of Service) attack testing and worst case scenario recovery tests in disaster simulations.

When creating the nodes of a simulated network with in the network simulator a general

approach is to use an object orientated design to create nodes within the network, each

with their own routing table of which nodes they are connected to [32]. As stated in

Section 2 this becomes very memory taxing but as it turns out also takes up a lot of

CPU time [32]. A solution for this is creating a over lying super routing table which

contains the meta data and state and of every node in the simulated network. If this

design is implemented with a database, such as SQL [9], it can also lead to decreases in

both memory footprint, as unused nodes will be left on hard disk, and CPU usage as there

is no longer a need to service all nodes in memory at once. The overheads of reading a

node to memory though will have to be taken into consideration when calculating delays

as access times on a hard disk are slower than access times to memory.

The IP (Internet Protocol) also needs to be factored in when creating a network as it is

now becoming more and more common for a network to run a hybrid of IPv4 (Internet

Protocol version 4) and IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 4). The IP handles routing around

networks and more specifically the Internet. Every device that is connected to the Internet

needs to have its own unique IP. This is because an IP address is used to locate the device

within the network. If two devices were to have the same IP address on a network, this

would cause a conflict when routing the packets to the correct host as the host which the

packet is actually destined for could be iether one.

The main difference between IPv4 and IPv6 is the address space. IPv4 allowed 32 bits for

an IP address, this allowed for 4294967296 (or 2^32) unique addresses [22]. At the time

this was thought to provide more addresses than would ever be required until February
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2011 when IPv4 address exhaustion occurred as a result of the IANA (International As-

signed Numbers Authority) allocating the last available IPv4 blocks between the five RIRs

(Regional Internet Registry) [27]. IPv6 was created int the late 90’s to solve this prob-

lem by introducing a larger address space by allowing 128 bits for an unique address[10].

This is equivalent to 2^128 unique address which is 2^96 times larger than that of IPv4’s

address space.

As such, network simulators have implemented not only support for IPv6 but also for

hybridized networks which consist of both types of addressing protocols. The National

Science Foundation who implemented NS-3 manages this by defining each node as object,

each node then extends from this object forming up its protocols that it supports, what

IP family it belongs to and any other needed information [11, 12]. This allows for an

object orientated design and communication between nodes on an object level until any

sort of network simulation is required.

Detection of routing packets entering a simulated network is another consideration that

is taken in design and implementation of a network simulator. If one relies on actual

external hosts to feed information into a the simulated network, the actual system that

simulates the network needs to be able to discern between which packets are directed to

which simulated nodes or hosts within the system. This becomes more complex as the

system on which the simulator runs does not accept any packets that are not addressed

to it as each address is unique [29].

One can set a machine to accept packets not addressed to itself by setting the systems

network device into promiscuous mode, this is not available on all network adapters

though. The implication of this is a higher load on the CPU and memory of the simulating

system as it has to process every packet visible on the wire but allows for capturing of

packets that would not have been before.

This problem can be dealt with through scaling the simulator. As more nodes and connec-

tions are created to and within the simulator, so the need for more hardware to support

the added load is required. This is not always the case however as Moore’s law also comes

into play. This was a simple observation made by Gordon E. Moore that every two years

the number of transistors that can inexpensively be placed on an integrated circuit dou-

bles [26]. This plays a big part in reducing the costs and space requirements needed to

set up any system that needs to deal with heavy loads.

Even though this helps when scaling up a network simulator in terms of connections and

nodes within the network, one can’t go about doubling the size of the simulated network
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every two years. This is mainly due again to the implementations of routing tables and

the structure of the network leading to a O(n^2) complexity [28]. The result of this

complexity means that every time one adds a node, the load cost for adding that single

node gets larger and larger because it has to tie back into the routing table and structure

of every other node. This means that if one implemented a global routing table containing

all nodes in the network. For n nodes, each node would have to know about the other n-1

nodes.

If one were to take the approach of assigning each node their own routing table, one could

also spawn a thread to handle that node. There will be no need for mutexes within each

node as each node will have an instance in memory and would only deal with its own

requests and responses. This conceptually is a very neat way to implement a network

simulation of any scale as it removes global variables and focuses more on each node as

a separate system rather than a network as whole. This also allows for adding of nodes

very easily to the network as one can simply spawn a new thread, give it its connections

and let it work out its routing table for itself.

Another key point to this approach is with the development of multi-cored systems, heav-

ily threaded applications are becoming less strenuous to run. Also cheap commercial

processors available to the public have features such as hyper-threading which allows

multiple threads to on a single core. This, combined with multiple cores on one processor

enhances, the ability for modern day inexpensive processors to deal with multiple thread

based applications [13] and can be used to up scale network simulation cost effectively.

Research and development into simulation and more specifically network simulation has

shown more and more use not only in research but also in testing and application in

commercial and public sectors. As such, it is continuing to grow and with development

not only in better algorithms but also in hardware, application specific hardware and low

cost hardware with high availability will continue to push this field of research and will

lead to more efficient and secure networks in the future.

Further more the approaches taken can be broken up into three main categories being

hardware, software and hybrids which are a combination for both hardware and software.

Hardware approaches, as produced by Apposite Technologies [?] and Packet Storm [8],

are in most cases less cost effective but easier to set up as the hardware is designed to

handle network simulation.

Software approaches are slower in execution due to the fact that the hardware in which the

simulator runs on is not designed specifically for network simulation. Although this is a
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more cost effective approach, it can lead to complicated software as configuring hardware

which original intention was not for network simulation can get tedious. However, a

software implementation does allow for modularization as it is far easier to pull out a

a software module and stick in a new one than to go about designing a new piece of

hardware to fill the required gap.

A hybrid implementation does have its advantages as well as its disadvantages. Being

able to modularize software written in a language that compiles byte codes specifically

optimized for a hardwares instruction set. This can always be used to offload tasks, such

as checksum calculation, to hardware specific devices as to free up the core of the system.

The disadvantages of this however are bottlenecks, specifically the time it takes to offload

the data required for processing to another device may be unnoticable under light load

but can cause major slow downs as the systems takes on a heavier load.

The need for routing simulation rather than emulation is that emulation deals with repli-

cating a platform where simulation allows one to change features about a platform. This

becomes useful as one can customize a simulation to help achieve result that by emulation

would take longer periods of time or in worst case no results at all.

In closing, knowing about the route a packet takes with in a network is not knowledge to

be taken lightly. Inefficient routing can lead to excess traffic and increased delays. Also

this knowing about routes with in a network can help with redundancy, either creating

redundant connections to increase reliability of a network or removing them where they

hold no benefit. It can also help in selecting the best algorithm use within a network to

increase efficiency. This is all due to the fact that networks are formed from links and

built up from these links and if the links are inefficient in the way they communicate, the

results compound into the structures built upon these links.
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